
LEAD WITH 
LANGUAGE

FOR ANYONE WHO HAS EVER 
SAID THEY ARE ”STUCK”. 



ALL COMMUNICATION HAS A DIRECTION

People in general, are not very happy when 
they feel they are static, stuck, and incapable 
of forward thought or action. 

When there is an assumption of a 
future, we can see things brighter. Or, 
as we sometimes say in coaching, we 
see an Island of Possibility. 



Moving the 
Mind

Moving forward in life has meaning. There is 
action in moving forward. 

Thoughts become beliefs. 

Beliefs can inspire or defeat people in their lives. 
They can become fearful or hopeful. 

Moving the mind forward is a most valuable 
skill and  especially in times of crisis and fear. 



The Eight Laws of Fear

1. Fear is a basic human emotion that evolved to protect us. 

2. Fear is a reaction to a mixture of real outside events ( like 
Cov19) and the meaning we make of it in our imagination.

3. Behind all fear is a fear of losing something we value. 

4. There are two kinds of fear…authentic and unreal. Authentic 
fear is a response to real and present danger ( like someone 
coming at you with a gun). Unreal fear comes from our 
imagination. 



The Eight Laws of Fear

5. The feeling of fear is ALWAYS real, no matter what provokes it. 
(Understand this about your clients).  

6. All fear has a positive intention.

7. We are born with two basic fears…falling and abandonment. 
We learn other fears from trauma, example, repetition, and 
information.

8. We can talk ourselves into being afraid or out of being afraid.



Using Language to 
Disarm Fear

Law #5. The feeling of Fear is 
always real. 

Use this language to 
acknowledge client’s reality 
without necessarily buying in.

“ I hear the concern in what you 
are saying.” 

“Of course you are feeling the 
stress of all the messages out 
there.” 



Think of the brain as a computer

Think of the brain as a computer and 
the unconscious mind as software. 

We can use the brain’s own language 
to change or create new thoughts. 



“NLP has a saying: “If you have only one choice you are stuck. If 
you have two choices, you have a dilemma. You need three 
choices for real choice.” 

There is value in asking the right question to allow a client to see for 
themselves that there are options. As agents we can suggest other 
choices and offer the pros and cons.

3 choices give freedom but more than 3 choices only confuses 
people. 



We can use 
the brains own 
language

• Being stuck is a metaphor. 

• Acknowledge the metaphor and ask a question 
to find out more. 

• “I hear you, and it’s pretty normal right now to 
not be able see what the future will look like. If 
you could wave a magic wand and get unstuck, 
what would your next step be?



”This will get 
worse before 
it gets better.”

This is a somewhat common axiom you may hear 
from your client or in your head. 

“This will get worse before it gets better”. Look at 
your own beliefs when you hear this statement. 
Do you have internal  thoughts like, “that’s silly, or 
I’m never going to get anywhere with this client.” 

Agent response: “You may be right, it may get 
worse OR better, but how do you know?” Has  
there ever a time when you thought something 
was going to be really bad and it wasn’t as bad as 
you thought? 

Come from a neutral position and your client will 
trust you to be their advisor. 



ACTION IS A 
SOLUTION

Unreal fear of the future appears as worry.

Worry can become a habit and a choice. 

Worry has a positive intent to help you 
prepare for the future and resolve a situation. 

Worry is about lots of “thinking” not “action.

Worry is not directed at a goal. 



Are You Worried or in Action? 

What happens to a tightrope walker if they are not moving 
forward? If they walking, they fall 

Worry is not directed at a goal. 

Handle your own worry with action and it will help you get your 
clients into action.

“I've had a lot of worries in my life, most of which never happened.”
― Mark Twain



An Invitation to Action

If you would like to delve deeper into understanding how the brain works and ways that 
certain language can move your clients and business forward in these difficult times…

You can “think” about it, or you can take action now. 

There is a new class you can join this Friday…



Class Dates for Now What Do I Say?
Tools and Skills for Changing Times

• Class 1- April 10 and April 14th ( two options)

• Class 2- Friday, April 24th @ 11 Am EDT

• Class 3- Friday, May 1st @11 Am EDT

• Class 4- Friday May 8th @ 11 Am EDT

• All webinars will be recorded for future viewing



Sign up with these links for Now 
What Do I Say?

• Now What Do I Say 50% Off for Non-Clients 
$348.50: https://www.yourcoachingmatters.com/offers/GLtHuVBg?coupon_co
de=50OFFCOURSE

• Now What Do I Say 75% Off for Coaching Clients and Group Coaching Clients 
$174.25: https://www.yourcoachingmatters.com/offers/GLtHuVBg?coupon_co
de=GCM75OFF

• Join Group Coaching 
Link: https://www.yourcoachingmatters.com/offers/VUmXFGaZ?coupon_code
=GCM50OFF

https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/%3Furl=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.yourcoachingmatters.com%252Foffers%252FGLtHuVBg%253Fcoupon_code%253D50OFFCOURSE&data=02%257C01%257C%257C2d51d94c4f7b4fa1a29308d7dbb859e3%257C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%257C1%257C0%257C637219457128901911&sdata=JcVJQOrDS6ff%252FBP%252BQuFJuh4%252FIUKx0crrEfkN11RlXes%253D&reserved=0
https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/%3Furl=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.yourcoachingmatters.com%252Foffers%252FGLtHuVBg%253Fcoupon_code%253DGCM75OFF&data=02%257C01%257C%257C2d51d94c4f7b4fa1a29308d7dbb859e3%257C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%257C1%257C0%257C637219457128911914&sdata=Ft1sOnSUw5jz9LpNTSjAWlR1%252F56FDgF2%252F1cW0s6Himg%253D&reserved=0
https://nam02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/%3Furl=https%253A%252F%252Fwww.yourcoachingmatters.com%252Foffers%252FVUmXFGaZ%253Fcoupon_code%253DGCM50OFF&data=02%257C01%257C%257C2d51d94c4f7b4fa1a29308d7dbb859e3%257C84df9e7fe9f640afb435aaaaaaaaaaaa%257C1%257C0%257C637219457128921902&sdata=0q%252BQ6v4vDG2wkcnBj2DlyEOH5RLEyWsNAhxcVefNhG8%253D&reserved=0


Be Prepared to Take Action…

1

Learn language as a 
process rather than the 
content of individual 
patterns. Be prepared to 
practice in Real Life 
situations. 

2

Practice more intentional 
communication ( At least 
20% of the time, agents 
propose things to their 
clients that push the 
client away). 

3

Write and polish a 
persuasive email with 
the tools you are 
learning that you can 
use immediately.

4

Learn to inspire and 
redirect conversations 
with conversation 
threading practice. 

5

RECOMMIT to your 
goals and take small 
sweet steps. 


